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Quiz yourself: Text blocks and the string
indent method in Java
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Text blocks ease programming long string literals, but you need to
know the details.

[Java 17, which is a long-term support release, is a signi�cant step forward from Java 11. Although Java 17

became generally available in September 2021, the matching version of the certi�cation exam has not

been released as of this quiz’s publication date. The exam is in the later stages of development, and we’re

excited to begin presenting questions based on the objectives for the new exam.—Ed.]

Given the code fragment

Quiz

   

var s = """ 
◌◌A 
◌◌◌\ 
◌◌◌◌\s 
◌◌◌◌◌B"""; 
        s = s.indent(-2); // line n1 
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Assuming that the following character denotes whitespace characters, what is the result: ◌? Choose

one.

A. Runtime exception at line n2 The answer is A.

B.

---
A
◌
◌◌
◌◌◌B
---

The answer is B.

C.

---
A

◌
◌B
---

The answer is C.

D.

---
A

B

---

The answer is D.

Answer. This question investigates Java’s text block feature, which was added in Java 15, as well as

supporting features for String objects.

The �rst thing to explore is the basic form of a text block. This feature permits you to create a String
literal that spans multiple lines, and it also allows you to use many special characters, for example, the

double quote mark, without having to “escape” everything of this type every time.

        s = s.indent(-2); // line n2 
        System.out.println("---"); 
        System.out.println(s); 
        System.out.println("---");

Copy code snippet



A text block starts with triple (three) double quote marks followed by a newline character. It’s permi�ed to

have spaces or tabs after the initial triple double quote marks, but it cannot have any visible characters

before the end of the line of the source code. The block is terminated by another triple double quote

sequence, which can be at the end of a line containing other text or on a line by itself (although it will be

terminated by a semicolon).

Since the text block spans several lines, each line ending in the source code, except for the one

immediately after the opening triple double quote sequence, will be embedded in the String object.

It’s important to note that the text block also removes leading spaces (also called incidental whitespaces)

from lines to the extent that those spaces are common indentation on all the lines except the opening line

(the one with the initial triple double quote sequence) and lines that have no characters that print (other

than the closing triple double quote sequence).

Another aspect in this question is the use of the backslash escape sequence (\) and the backslash-s (\s)

escape sequence. The �rst of these, the \ on the line immediately following the le�er A, indicates that the

newline character in the source code should not be included in the resulting string. The \s escape

sequence indicates a space before a newline character in the source code.

In view of all that, you can determine that the string literal that’s initially assigned to the variable s will look

as follows:

A
◌◌◌◌
◌◌◌B

Notice the two leading spaces that are common to all the lines after the opening line have been removed.

This applies to both the lines between A and B. After the removal of that common pre�x, the line

immediately before B contains three spaces, and the one before that contains just one space. These two

lines are merged into a single line with four spaces, as shown above.

The next element of this question is the e�ect of the String.indent(int i) method. This method

was added in Java 12 and is intended for use with Java strings that contain newline characters. That

method turns out to be particularly relevant to text blocks.

The indent(int i) method, in the simplest usage, adds space characters at the start of every line, with

the argument indicating how many spaces to add. However, if that argument is a negative value, the

method will delete up to that many whitespace characters from the beginning of each line. In other words,

with the argument -2, zero, one, or two whitespace characters will be removed from each line.

If any line has fewer than two whitespace characters, however, the removal stops with the �rst character

that’s not whitespace. This situation does not cause an exception; it simply results in fewer deletions than

speci�ed on the a�ected lines.

A �nal note is that the indent method normalizes the newline character at the end of each line. This

includes adding a newline character to the very end of the string if there wasn’t one there before. Note

also that the method does not merge lines; that is, the end of each line is not removed even if there

are not enough other whitespace characters to satisfy the request.

So, after the �rst execution of indent(-2) (at line n1), the intermediate result is the following:



A
◌◌
◌B
<blank line>

After the second execution of indent(-2) (at line n2), the two spaces on the second line are removed,

but the newline character stays. The newline character on the fourth line is deleted, but when the string is

collected, the newline character will be added again after B. Therefore, the result is the following:

A

<blank line>

B
<blank line>

This makes option D correct, while options A, B, and C are incorrect.

Conclusion. The correct answer is option D.
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